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what we were pleased to see was that nortonlifelock would also display the name of the
account that the site wanted us to login to, a warning that you'd probably be expecting to
see on a phishing website. if we got to the site without nortonlifelock alerting us, we would

be confident that we were protected. we also had the option of giving nortonlifelock
permission to modify the site if we were trying to access a page that the site owner had
specifically blocked. norton 360 security is the next generation of security for your pc,

protecting you against viruses, malware, and online threats. it also protects your privacy by
helping you control which websites you visit and what you share on social media. norton 360

helps protect your business by giving you access to and controlling information stored on
windows servers, as well as to the files, devices, and networks attached to your business.
plus, protect yourself from fraudulent and identity theft activities with norton identity theft

protection. a free subscription to norton 360 security extends your protection against
viruses, malware, and online threats for one year. norton 360 security is available for pcs

running windows xp, vista, and 7. the biggest advance in the new version is the addition of a
very competent mobile security suite to the mix. not only does the new norton mobile

security protect against viruses, malware, and identity theft, it also gives you access to your
data stored on windows servers and mobile devices. you can also control the access to apps
that have been downloaded to your mobile device, and it has a new password manager, too.
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lifelock has been around since
the late 2000s. in fact, if you
listened to podcasts in the

2010s, you might remember that
the brand heavily advertised on
podcasts back then. but since

those early days, a lot has
changed with lifelock. they are

now part of the symantec family.
they also continued to refine
their service. in fact, just this
year, they added social media

monitoring to their already
comprehensive list of identity
monitoring features. norton

antivirus stops hackers in some
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ways, but it doesn't provide
complete protection from

hackers. norton antivirus is able
to protect your computer from

many of the tools hackers use to
infiltrate your computer, but the

program that keeps hackers
from directly getting in to your
computer is called a firewall.
windows 7 and later include a

robust firewall program installed
by default. many other third-

party firewalls are available to
round out your computer's

security. even if you leave your
computer unattended with the
screen turned off, your data is
still at risk of being stolen. so
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even if your computer is off, use
norton identity safe to help keep

your identity safe. norton
identity safe is designed to
protect your sensitive data,
passwords, and your online

reputation. simply put, its what
you need to stay safe online.

lock down your sensitive data,
protect passwords, and remove
any suspicious files. a hacker
could install malware on your

computer that collects
information about you and your
online activities. this information

could be used to steal your
credit card information or to
create fraudulent credit card
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numbers to be used to make
purchases. norton identity safe

can help protect your online
reputation from this kind of
malicious attack, as it can

remove any malicious links that
your computer may be linking to.
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